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Macroeconomics traces the history, evolution, and challenges of Keynesian economics, presenting

a comprehensive, detailed, and unbiased view of modern macroeconomic theory.   This book

narrates the evolution of economic theory, presenting the most recent and modern developments,

without glossing over the fundamental disagreements among macroeconomists on both theory and

policy.Â 
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Unlike other macroeconomics texts, this book offers a through treatment of all the primary theories

in macroeconomics, classical, Keynesian, monetarist, neo-Keynesian, real business cycles, etc, as

well as a lengthy discussion of monetary policy. It does not spend any time on introducing the

concepts of supply and demand and other basic economic principles. I used this book in an

intermediate macro class and found the explanations very clear. It is also up to date and contains

many sidenotes about current events/economic debates.

Great book. Very clear and complete. Also very concise. It goes directly to what it is needed to know

about the main macroeconomic theories. If you are going to read one book about macroeconomic

theory this should be the one.

Overall, a good book for students and business people who wish to gain more knowledge of



macroeconomic theory. Very good examples of real life situations, and excellent descriptions of how

the theorems work. I would recommend this to economic students wishing to excel in class and

business people with the need for economic theory in relation to commodity purchases.

Good book with useful and insightful information but it sometimes felt jumbled. Passed the class

with an A but only cracked the book come test time.

I ordered this textbook and recieved an international version! not meant to be circulated outside of

the indian subcontinent. although the content is more or less the same, the review questions of each

chapter are different than the ones i am assigned.

Excellent fune and easy

This is a book.

This book was ordered for school. It came in very good and extremely quickly. I would certainly use

this seller again. (I am copying and pasting this comment section, because it applies to all of my

school books ordered. :) )
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